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I’m grateful to WTS China for giving me such a valuable internship opportunity. This threemonth internship experience made a strong mark in my life and has given me a deeper
understanding of tax work and a clearer plan for the future. The following is my perception
of this internship experience.

Practice makes real knowledge. During this three-month internship experience, I came out
of books and had a closer contact with taxation practice. During this time, I was exposed
to transfer pricing, corporate filing, and other tasks, and usually collected and organized
relevant legal policies. Through these tasks, I learned about the organizational structure
and operation mode of many manufacturing enterprises, and got a preliminary
understanding of the design direction of corporate tax planning and the possible results of
such planning. Secondly, I realized that taxation work requires a deep understanding of the
laws and regulations of the industries involved, and only by being familiar with the laws
and regulations can I be reasonable and convincing in the process of talking with clients.
In addition, there are some problems that only when you really encounter them, you will
realize their existence and start to consider how to deal with them and solve them. So in
your daily work, listen more and read more to understand the problems that may arise in
your work, which may produce unexpected help later.

Communication is important in the workplace. We deal with various matters as a team, and
communication is an extremely important element of the team work. This requires us to
provide timely feedback to our leaders and colleagues on their work progress, problems
and possible solutions, and to conduct further discussions, summarize and summarize the
ideas of colleagues and customers, so as to modify the next work plan, and finally form a
virtuous circle, so that our work efficiency is optimal.

Language is the bridge of communication. The purpose of learning other languages is to
better express our thoughts and ideas. Especially in Shanghai, a city with international
connections, we need to work hard to master another language. This internship experience
has helped me to improve my English skills. In an all-English work environment, where you
need to use English to write emails, translate documents, etc., it is especially important to
use clear and concise phrases to express ideas accurately, which requires us to develop

the habit of accumulating business terms and relevant professional vocabulary on a daily
basis.

In addition, it is also important to develop reasonable work habits. You can set your work
schedule every day and estimate the time for each task. It is also necessary to keep a draft
of the work and file the content for easy access later. The done content needs to be doublechecked and double-checked to prevent irreparable mistakes.

All in all, I realized that taxation is a field that requires accumulation and attention to detail,
and only through continuous learning can I make my work as good as it should be.

I’m truly grateful to all my colleagues for their care and tolerance during this period of time,
which made me have a pleasant memory. I hope everyone will have a smooth and
prosperous future.

